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INSPIRATION 
Design that connects to the

individual character of the restaurant. 

Increase visual excitement by 
introducing rhythm and repetition.  

Provide synergy between classic craft and 
contemporary design. 

Strive for customizable design. 

APPLICATION 
Incorporate interesting patterns to enhance 
dining experience.

Apply a singular pattern to restaurant 
interiors.
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SYMBOLISM
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PATTERN

Many interior designers draw pattern 

inspiration from a restaurant’s surrounding 

environment, allowing for innovative and 

unique spaces. 

Located on the water’s edge in the Barcelona 

Port, Blue Wave Bar, a restaurant designed 

by El Equipo Creativo, showcases an interior 

that embraces it’s marine atmosphere. The 

design features panes of patterned ceramic tile 

on the floors, walls and ceiling, unifying the 

space and resembling the wrapping sensation of 

waves.  The color range goes from deep blue to 

white, incorporating the white concrete lattice 

façade of the building. To color transition from 

outside to inside goes from blue to white, like 

the foam to the wave, and golden elements 

throughout recall the sun reflections on 

water. IMAGES COURTESY OF EL EQUIPO CREATIVO; PHOTOGRAPHY © ADRIÀ GOULA



SIMPLISTIC
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Designers are perfecting the art of using color 

and patterns to push boundaries in restaurant 

interiors, and create lively, inviting spaces.

El Moro, designed by Cadena + Asociados, 

features ornate Art Deco inspired wall tiles 

and stained glass windows. Located in Mexico 

City, this churros and hot chocolate bar 

boasts a chromatic palette, born from the 

mosaics that gave the brand its personality. 

The pattern also contrasts with the white hue 

of the walls, which is inspired by sugar. The 

furniture selection complements the tile design, 

referencing Art Deco accents from the golden 

age of Mexico, and the large open front allows 

for a seamless transition between indoor and 

outdoor space .
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SYMBOLIC
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INSPIRATION 
Articulate materials in motion.

Incorporate clean lines and fluidity.

Show an interactive and more

creative approach to architecture

Design structures that mimic objects in 
shape and detail. 

APPLICATION 
Use product-influenced geometrical form. 

Design interiors with undulating shapes using 
minimal material palette.



MONOCHROMATIC
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Many architects are introducing stark white 

interiors to allow the occupants and food to 

become the color and contrast.

Butterfly Milkbar 36, designed by 

Thaipanstudio, is a renovated 30-year-old 

residence that has a simplistic but charming 

aesthetic. The architect used few materials on 

the interior, with stark white tiles on the walls 

reminiscent of the restaurant’s main ingredient 

— milk. Wood shelving is the other major 

element within the space, with the contrast of 

wood on white as a cost-effective and stylish 

aesthetic. Bar seating is placed throughout, 

allowing smooth circulation space and varies 

zones of seating areas.  
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CEILING 
Many interior designers draw inspiration from

the culture in which a cuisine originates, 

creating unique dining experiences.

Hump-like protrusions extend down from the 

brick ceiling of London’s Fucina restaurant, 

referencing the domed interior of pizza ovens. 

Designed by Andy Martin Architects, the space 

is a “visual interpretation of contemporary 

Italian taste”. The facade of the building is fitted 

with a colored glass, and the interior  boasts 

raw materials such as brick, marble, timber and 

burnt steel. The curved and distorted pizza oven 

ceiling creates a bold and undulating focal point 

for diners, as well as the restaurant’s brand. 

SYMBOLIC
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TIMBER

INSPIRATION 
Promote raw quality and 

minimalism in design. 
 

Celebrate a renewed interest in material 
Texture.

Discover the beauty in imperfections.

Provide aesthetically pleasing, and

site-integrated design.

APPLICATION 
Reuse of reclaimed wood within interiors 

Incorporate wood as a main material within 
restaurants. 
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ARCHETYPAL

Architects are incorporating archetypal home

design into restaurant interiors, enhancing

comfort and reducing stress.

Kitty Burns Restaurant, designed by Biasol: 

Design studio, combines both tranquility and 

quirkiness in the dining experience. The architect 

wanted to establish the space as a “home away 

from home”, therefore a pitched timber roof 

design was introduced and incorporated into all 

elements of the project. Playing with both scale 

and displacement of the roofs formed a 3D effect 

to create intimacy throughout the various high 

ceiling dining spaces, while still allowing stunning 

natural light and openness. We introduced a 

strong element of greenery inside to embrace the 

surrounding, making the dining spaces feel one 

with the environment.
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MATERIAL
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TIMBER

Architects are incorporating timber into 

minimalist patterns, achieving better design 

through simplicity and restraint, while also 

referencing timbers origin as a tree. 

A large live tree grows through the center of 

this Amsterdam Cold Pressed Juice Shop, 

which local practice Standard Studio designed 

to reflect the city’s hidden green spaces. For 

the interior finishes, the architects covered the 

walls in a combination of black and pink powder-

coated steel panels, as well as slanted wooden 

timber slats. These recurring wooden slats are 

used to accentuate the wall and ceiling above the 

counter, and for a seating area along the store’s 

window. The designers wanted to provide a calm 

environment from the hectic pace of the city, 

with the tree and wooden elements as a symbol 

of nature and a reference to the daily fresh 

ingredients used to produce the juices. 
IMAGES COURTESY OF STANDARD STUDIO; PHOTOGRAPHY © WOUTER VAN DER SAR.



INSPIRATION 
Activate and shape dining experience.

Connect with the outdoors.

Strive to be responsible, greener, and 

more efficient.

Blur the lines between interior and exterior 
environment.

APPLICATION 
Blend outside and inside with use of interior 
plantings and gardens. 

Use recycled materials to create a sustainable 
restaurant design. 
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RECYCLED
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Using recycled materials not only has a positive 

environmental impact by reducing waste, it also 

offered unique and historical materials that add 

to the authenticity.

This garden-inspired Nordic restaurant, 

designed by the Danish design studio Genbyg, 

features an indoor greenhouse from recycled 

materials. Called Väkst, the Danish word for 

growth, the restaurant serves a vegetable-

based menu, and reflects the dual atmosphere 

of a city and a garden with natural materials 

and a large amount of greenery. The heart of 

the space is a plant-filled greenhouse covering 

a stairwell, built from re-purposed windows. 

Inside the dining areas, the majority of fittings 

and fixtures are also created using recycled 

materials and salvaged furniture.
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VEGETATION

Restaurant designers are starting to integrate 

the outdoor environment with the interior, 

creating unique and beautiful spaces.  

Sketch, one of London’s most design-forward 

restaurants, was recently filled with immersive 

floral installations for the Mayfair Flower 

Show, a yearly horticultural show that takes 

place in nearby Chelsea. Four leading florists 

created installations that transformed areas of 

the space into blooming gardens or woodland 

glades. Each installation celebrated the British 

countryside, so only plants found in the UK 

were used, including birch, roses, foxgloves and 

lily of the valley. The installation fits perfectly 

with how Sketch is often described, an “Alice in 

Wonderland journey wandering from room to 

room, and in this case from garden to garden”.14 IMAGES COURTESY OF SKETCH
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THANK YOU 
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CREDITS
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All photos and content used with Permission

Designers featured:

• El Equipo Creativo

• Cadena + Asociados

• Thaipanstudio

• Andy Martin Architects

• Biasol: Design Studio

• Standard Studio

• Genbyg


